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AAPA Webinars

- Webinar 1: Contributed Funds - Jan Rasgus, USACE - August 23, 2013
- Webinar 3: Planning Modernization and SMART Planning - Tab Brown, HQUSACE - January 7, 2014
- Webinar 5: Moving from Study Phase to Preliminary Engineering and Design (PED) and Economic Updates - Jeff Strahan, Jeremy LaDart and Todd Nettles, USACE - June 10, 2014
AAPA Webinars

• Webinar 7: Navigation Funding and Channel Availability - Jim Walker, AAPA and Dylan Davis, USACE - May 28, 2015
• Webinar 8: Corps of Engineers Contributed Funds Process - Eddie Belk, USACE - June 25, 2015
• Webinar 9: Cruise Vessel Operating Costs and Planning Studies - Todd Nettles, USACE - December 17, 2015
• Webinar 11: WRRDA Donor and Energy Port Implementation Guidance - Jeff McKee, USACE - August 1, 2016
2017 Webinar Candidates

• DMMP process overview
• PD-9 Allow sponsor to ‘Act as Agent’ of the Corps for construction and O&M activities
• What triggers a General Reevaluation Report, GRR?
• Waterborne Commerce Statistics Center – Nav data collection and reporting
• Alternative Finance
• Other AAPA Committees present their current topics
2017 Webinar Candidates

• Implementation guidance - 1005, 2107
• Regional Sediment Management (RSM) and DMMPs
• Repeats???
  – Econ 101, HarborSym
  – Budget Development - when port input effective, what topics
  – Cost control board, 902’s – Project Authorization Change Request
  – 7001 Submittals: New study requests, etc.
  – Model agreement use
• Ports - changes in industry, movement of cargo
• Design Vessel selection
• Successful - unsuccessful compliance
• Port staff taking Corps training classes